Andrew Johnson

From: David Amos [myson333@yahoo.com]
Sent: 22 July 2012 20:21
To: ad.johnson@ntlworld.com
Subject: Fw: Perhaps Kevin Annett's buddies Jason Bowman, Greg Renouf, Alex Hunter and Ryan Elson should have listened to Dr Carley's talkshow yesterday EH?

--- On Sun, 7/22/12, David Amos <motomaniac333@gmail.com> wrote:

From: David Amos <motomaniac333@gmail.com>
Subject: Perhaps Kevin Annett's buddies Jason Bowman, Greg Renouf, Alex Hunter and Ryan Elson should have listened to Dr Carley's talkshow yesterday EH?
To: "hiddenfromhistory1" <hiddenfromhistory1@gmail.com>, stealthc@yahoo.com, "J Bowman" <canada.acp@gmail.com>, splitting_the_sky@yahoo.com, "grenouf" <grenouf@genuinewitty.com>, "chief" <chief@vpd.ca>
Cc: "David Amos" <david.raymond.amos@gmail.com>, "Wayne.Lang" <Wayne.Lang@rcmp-grc.gc.ca>
Date: Sunday, July 22, 2012, 12:08 PM

Here is the archive of the juicy part


On 7/19/12, David Amos <motomaniac333@gmail.com> wrote:
> From: David Amos <motomaniac333@gmail.com>
> Subject: Re: Attn Wayne Lang, Ryan Elson and Kevin Annett (Perhaps YOU should grow up and hire a REAL EH lawyer Annett???)
> To: "stealthc" <stealthc@yahoo.com>, psamfrank@gmail.com,
> christopherholmes@rogers.com, hazelbitsnaturals@hotmail.com,
> batley craig@yahoo.ca
> Cc: Wayne.Lang@rcmp-grc.gc.ca, zorroboy2009@hotmail.com,
> grenouf@genuinewitty.com, "oldmaison" <oldmaison@yahoo.com>, "Kathleen Dickson" <kmdickson0308@yahoo.com>, splitting_the_sky@yahoo.com,
> canada.acp@gmail.com, "David Amos" <david.raymond.amos@gmail.com>,
> "webo" <webo@xplornet.com>, Bob.Paulson@rcmp-grc.gc.ca,
> hiddenfromhistory1@gmail.com, csquire8@gmail.com, toews1@parl.gc.ca,
> Clemet1@parl.gc.ca
> Date: Saturday, July 14, 2012, 5:33 PM
>
> Your sick fans do not even understand the Charter let alone the Canadian Criminal Code
>
> "-------- Forwarded message --------
> From: Kevin Annett <hiddenfromhistory1@gmail.com>
> Date: Sat, 14 Jul 2012 17:14:16 -0700
> Subject: Re: Attn Wayne Lang, Ryan Elson and Kevin Annett
> To: David Amos <motomaniac333@gmail.com>
> Grow up.
Questions for kevin annett

11:01
Added: 5 days ago
From: xtofury
Views: 101

All Comments (18)

So YOUR Butt Buddy Alex Hunter says I got a bunch of people
KILLED???? Do you understand what you PUBLISHED How about the
definition of libel How about Section 300 of the Canadian Criminal
Code? BTW the corrupt RCMP have been duly notified but we all know
they won't give a rats arse about offences against my family and I
CORRECT Werner Bock????
SIGNED by one VERY Pissed Off David Raymond Amos using my former
farmer friend's YOUTUBE channel
WernerBock 2 days ago

lol not even buddies with him anymore -- we were members of we are
change and I far too long tolerated the lunacy this guy talks all the
time, he did have useful insights into thing and we did engage in
activism together but our friendship ended the moment I realized how
two faced he is regarding kevin annett. no wonder he is calling me a
rat I guess he prefers to say that shit behind your back, I've heard
it many times he repeats his stories a lot. He probably flagged your
post as spam too
xtofury in reply to WernerBock (Show the comment) 2 days ago

and with respect to that: Alex I WARNED YOU and gave you every
possible opportunity to discuss this like adults. If this guy comes
after you, it is not my problem, remember you would say any of that
stuff to people's faces as you posted in WAC.
xtofury in reply to xtofury (Show the comment) 2 days ago

What part of calling me a KILLER did YOU find funny??? YOU do know who
I am correct?
WernerBock in reply to xtofury (Show the comment) 2 days ago
I didn't call you a killer that is what alex called you, take the problem up with him. You do realize that this is not alex's channel right?

xtofury in reply to WernerBock (Show the comment) 1 day ago


Jul
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Secret Recorded Conversation With A Kevin Annett Supporter!

Justice is about to be served for Kevin Annett’s victims…
This is interesting. Ryan Elson, a blogger who has been researching into the hijacking of Occupy Victoria, recorded a conversation he had this week with Alex Hunter. Alex is a supporter who has worked closely with Kevin Annett- he has also reacted rather badly to my exposing Annett. His attacks on Facebook have been rather fierce.

The interesting thing here is that, despite how much Alex has attacked me so much this weekend, he too has great doubts about Kevin Annett. It is a great relief to see this con-artist’s support fading so quickly. Annett’s support is falling quicker than a stack of dominoes…

This recording gives us some insight into Annett’s story about the mysteriously disappearing bones from the Brandford reserve. The most telling statement is:

"I’ve been operating under the instructions of the sponsoring Mohawk elders who want the test results kept private until we have some support”.

Now, this is interesting- because, according to video I published of the Mohawk elders denouncing Annett, they have disowned him and withdrew his Mohawk name. The only ‘indian name’ Annett can use now is Walking Eagle. It is time for Annett to come out and make an official statement about his standing with the Six Nations.

Also interesting is the phrase “kept private until we have some support”. I call bullshit on this one- because, if there were actual evidence of a mass grave, there would be an immediate outpouring of support from all angles. Canadians would be shocked and deeply upset if such a thing was proven- I have little doubt they would rally behind the victims.

Anyhow, here’s the recording. Please listen, and I would love to hear your opinions on what you think about all of this. We are very close to closing-down Annett’s lies for once and for all. Your opinions would be very valued- and, all on-topic comments will be published.

One last note. I’ve been writing back-and-forth with a blogger who published a story about Annett & Bowman’s supposed court filing a
> couple of days ago. I shared the video of the Mohawk denouncement- it
> quickly raised their suspicions. They, in-turn, forwarded the video to
> Jason Bowman.
>
> > Bowman’s response was that he hadn’t heard about the Mohawk
> > denouncement until just now. He claimed to have been shocked by what
> > he saw. He also said he would be going to Annett to ask him some
> > questions. It seems to me that the rats are scrambling to abandon a
> > sinking ship.
>
> > Jason, you may be able to claim that you were unaware that Kevin was
> > denounced by the Mohawks- but, there is still the open question of the
> > ‘ex-parte’ court case you said you filed. We all know now that
> > ex-parte doesn’t mean that a court case is secret. So, you can bail on
> > Annett, but you still have some questions to answer sir…
>
> > Here are a few excepts from a 40 minutes conversation I had with Alex
> > where he was questioning Kevin Annett for me. The following day he
> > verbally assaulted me on facebook, called me idiot, said I'm a shill,
> > which is no big deal considering I am not the one that looks
> > completely sketchy by how this investigating is uncovering things. I
> > will edit this to include screenshots of things said the following day
> > that totally contradict this conversation.
>
> > This David Raymond Amos character is creepy. What sort of "biker"
> > whines to the RCMP about non-crimes, and cannot even post the exact
> > time frame of whatever questionable material is in this video? What a
> > dimwit, plus the "homophobic" slurs depict his character well. This
> > guy ran for office? LOL! How many votes did you get?
>
> > [http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vDbtmvV06EY&feature=player_embedded](http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vDbtmvV06EY&feature=player_embedded)
>
> > Questions for kevin annett
>
> > 11:01
> > Added: 1 week ago
> > From: xtofury
> > Views: 144
>
> > Category:
> > Nonprofits & Activism
> 
> > Tags:
> > kevin annettdavid raymond amos
> > License:
> > Standard YouTube License
> 
> > Video Responses
> > This video is a response to RCMP shill David raymond Amos trying to
> > blackmail me over this video.
>
> > Sort by time | Sort by thread (beta)
>
> > All Comments (40)
> .Feel free to check my ethics
> checktheevidence com/pdf/2619437-CROSS-BORDER-txt-.pdf
> Around page 135 or so you will see wy Cardinal Bernard Francis Law
> fled from Boston on Dec 13th 2002 the RCMP and even the crook Kevin
> Annett and his cohorts have know this for years now you do too EH
> Ryan Baby?
> Check out Occupy and I
> nycga net/members/davidraymondamos/
> hnyca net/members/davidraymondamos/activity/73610
> checktheevidence com/pdf/2526023-DAMOSIntegrity-yea-right.-txt.pdf
> WernerBock 4 days ago
> > Ok I don't need a weirdo like you wasting my time. A)I don't know who
> > you are other than the infrequent passing of your name on alex's part.
> > B)You did not post the times in the video like I asked, instead you
> > shot this crap out and from what I can see "checktheevidence" is not
> > a reputable domain. C)I agree that Kevin Annett is a flim flum artist
> > (in my opinion), and D)I am not going to join your "fan club", what I
> > see off hand is stuff that makes me think twice about your ethical
> > backbone
> > xtofury in reply to WernerBock (Show the comment) 4 days ago
> > > and E)if that is really you in the video admitting to luciferianism
> > > then you have no respect ever coming from me.... and F)lotsa dead
> > > links there.
> > xtofury in reply to WernerBock (Show the comment) 4 days ago
> > > Whereas Kevin Annett just responded to the same email I sent to you
> > > and the RCMP and many others including Renouf and Bowman it would be
> > > foolish of me to try to argue your malicious nonsense in forum that you
> > > control the delete button of. Yor fanboyz are entitled to know to
> > > know tho that I listened to Alex Hunter and Werner Bock bitch about
> > > you and Renouf for two hours on Monday on his These Changing Timez
> > > Talk Radio Shos (an mp3 is available and I saved it as well) Then I
> > > found Renouf's blog
> > > WernerBock 4 days ago
> > > > lol the "round table" or "howling wolf calls"? I'd love to hear it I
> > > > smell a rebuttal video coming on.
> > > xtofury in reply to WernerBock (Show the comment) 4 days ago
> > > > No need BTW Hunter is NOT a biker but I am Although I am no Hells
> > > > Angel as the RCMP falsely claim I can be as mean as a snake just like
> > > > every other proper son of the Keith Clan who was raised under the 4 Fs
> > > > of the Maritimes If you wish to see who you are fucking with pussy
> > > > find the YOUTUBE channel entitled MaritimeMalaise Trust that I will
> > > > love to cross paths with you and Alex Hunter and of course his hero
> > > > Kevin Annett in person someday
> > > > youtube com/watch?v=-ERN3OrEBWU&feature=plcp
> > > > WernerBock in reply to xtofury (Show the comment) 4 days ago
> > > > > lol... I am not scared of any bikers and personally I think taking
> > > > > this to that level proves my case just fine. Do you really think I am
> scared of you? The government can't intimidate me and you sure as
> fuck can't, I'd rather die with a backbone than get bullied by the
> likes of you. Furthermore, what sort of "biker" whines to the RCMP?
> And does so publicly on a youtube page? I wonder if your fellow bikers
> know of this behaviour?
> xtofury in reply to WernerBock (Show the comment) 4 days ago
> > What are you going to turn me into a toad or something, Gandalf?
> xtofury in reply to WernerBock (Show the comment) 4 days ago
> > So YOUR Butt Buddy Alex Hunter says I got a bunch of people
> KILLED???? Do you understand what you PUBLISHED How about the
> definition of libel How about Section 300 of the Canadian Criminal
> Code? BTW the corrupt RCMP have been duly notified but we all know
> they won't give a rats arse about offences against my family and I
> CORRECT Werner Bock????
> SIGNED by one VERY Pissed Off David Raymond Amos using my former
> farmer friend's YOUTUBE channel
> WernerBock 1 week ago
> > lol not even buddies with him anymore -- we were members of we are
> change and I far too long tolerated the lunacy this guy talks all the
> time, he did have useful insights into thing and we did engage in
> activism together but our friendship ended the moment I realized how
> two faced he is regarding kevin annett. no wonder he is calling me a
> rat I guess he prefers to say that shit behind your back, I've heard
> it many times he repeats his stories a lot. He probably flagged your
> post as spam too
> xtofury in reply to WernerBock (Show the comment) 1 week ago
> > and with respect to that: Alex I WARNED YOU and gave you every
> possible opportunity to discuss this like adults. If this guy comes
> after you, it is not my problem, remember you would say any of that
> stuff to people's faces as you posted in WAC.
> xtofury in reply to xtofury (Show the comment) 1 week ago
> > What part of calling me a KILLER did YOU find funny??? YOU do know who
> I am correct?
> WernerBock in reply to xtofury (Show the comment) 1 week ago
> > I didn't call you a killer that is what alex called you, take the
> problem up with him. You do realize that this is not alex's channel
> right?
> xtofury in reply to WernerBock (Show the comment) 6 days ago
> > YOU are Ryan Elson the noname chickenshit who published Alex Hunter's
> malicious bullshit about me. As Mr "Stealthc" well knows I am the one
> and only David Raymond Amos who sent the proof of YOUR obvious malice
> to the RCMP, your old butt buddy Kevin Annettt and many others YOU
> SICK LITTLE DUDES ARE FAR FROM ETHICAL EH?
> WernerBock in reply to xtofury (Show the comment) 5 days ago
> > So I published a conversation to counter a lie that Alex was
> perpetrating, how is that malicious? How do I have anything to do
> with you other than having been in a conversation where Alex mentions

22/07/2012
you? Good thanks for the name, you keep pester ing me for nothing and
you'll see who's RCMP complaints actually get followed through on.
A) Cease and desist your harassment. I did nothing to you, so fuck off.
B) "malice" is not illegal and if you take your meds, maybe you'd
figure out that
xtofury in reply to WernerBock (Show the comment) 5 days ago
C) Ethical? I record almost everything and if someone LIES around me
and tries to fuck me over with those lies, ETHICS OR NOT, I'll post
the fucking conversation after offering an opportunity to retract.
Might I suggest you smoke less crack.
xtofury in reply to WernerBock (Show the comment) 5 days ago
come and get me then pussy.
xtofury in reply to WernerBock (Show the comment) 5 days ago
Hey if you like, publish your proof here so my subscribers can see it LOL.
xtofury in reply to WernerBock (Show the comment) 5 days ago
BAWK BAWK BAWK BAWK BAWK... c'mon take me to court. You know the law
so well I'd love to have my chance to put you in your place.
xtofury in reply to WernerBock (Show the comment) 5 days ago
wernerBAWK
xtofury in reply to WernerBock (Show the comment) 5 days ago
weinerBAWK BAWK BAWK BAWK.... LOL Seriously fill out the court papers
and see you there. LOL
xtofury in reply to WernerBock (Show the comment) 5 days ago
*things* not thing...
xtofury in reply to WernerBock (Show the comment) 1 week ago
ATTENTION VIEWERS: Do a google search on "david raymond amos" and you
get pages of people complaining about harassment and other vicious
acts. Also a g20 arrest apparently.
NOW LISTEN YOU OLD COOT, I'M ONLY GUNNA SAY THIS ONCE. A) I HAVE
NO CRIMINAL RECORD HOW ABOUT YOU? B) I DON'T HAVE PAGES AND PAGES
OF PEOPLE FROM DIFFERENT GROUPS COMPLAINING ABOUT THREATENING
EMAILS,
PHONE CALLS AND COMMUNICATIONS.
xtofury in reply to WernerBock (Show the comment) 5 days ago
so then sue me you fucking moron, love to see you in court. Hope you
don't have assets or money because you'll make me suing you in return
rather easy. So come and get me you dillusional, spineless, yellow
bellly bitch.
xtofury in reply to WernerBock (Show the comment) 5 days ago
AS you sick puppies well know I am the REAL David Raymond Amos and
definitely NOT Werner Bock the German farmer whom Wayne Lang of the
RCMP and the CROWN in New Brunswick IS prosecuting RIGHT NOW Trust
> that this YOUTUBEtube and the text of YOUR HARASSMENT of me has
> already been sent to the RCMP and I have no doubt whatsoever Bock will
> use it as evidence to defend himself with in court in September. I
> will also call the RCMP in BC to complain of your libel under Section
> 300
> WernerBock in reply to xtofury (Show the comment) 5 days ago
>
> ooooh I am so scared. Bring it you dimwitted fool. For starters, I know
> nothing about you, your delusion that I know anything about you other
> than what a quick google search pulled up is beyond laughable.
> Furthermore, the RCMP in this country know you are a criminal and a
> loon, I doubt they'll do anything about it. I told you to cease and
> desist and I will say so again you nutjob. Cease and desist or I WILL
> REPORT YOUR CRIMINAL HARASSMENT to YOUR authorities.
> xtofury in reply to WernerBock (Show the comment) 5 days ago
>
> other than that if you got a problem then sue me. DO IT YOU SHIT
> TALKING LOON YOUR RECORD ON GOOGLE SPEAKS FOR ITSELF. See you in
> court if you have the spine for it you coward.
> xtofury in reply to WernerBock (Show the comment) 5 days ago
>
> Well Well Mr Ryan Elson your malice obviously knows no bounds. As you
> know YOU and Wayne Lang and Kevin Annett and many others just recieved
> the text of this YOUTUBE FYI the RCMP are well aware that I have NO
> CRIMINAL RECORD WHATSOEVER and ran for public office 4 times thus far
> ANYONE can call me (YOUR LAWYER in particular and leave a message 902
> 800 0369) Trust that I will get back to them. IF your Truther fanboyz
> cand deal with simple truths GOOGLE David Raymond Amos & Occupy or
> Bank Fraud
> WernerBock in reply to xtofury (Show the comment) 5 days ago
>
> really so then what is with the reports of your arrest at the g20 on
> google then? I said RECORD ON GOOGLE. NOT CRIMINAL RECORD (although I
> definitely insinuated it considering the google results, I'll leave
> that for people to make their own minds up about), learn english.
> Again 3rd warning, cease and desist communication, you may only send
> me those lawsuit papers if you have a problem. BTW just because you
> ran for office doesn't mean you have my respect now, loon.
> xtofury in reply to WernerBock (Show the comment) 5 days ago
>
> When the RCMP call I will be sure to mention that I've asked 3 times
> for you to cease and desist, and so far twice you have failed to
> listen.
> xtofury in reply to WernerBock (Show the comment) 5 days ago
>
> BAWK BAWK BAWK. The cops will tell you that you should file civil
> papers because you are a moron. No wonder we are getting a nannystate,
> because of idiot whiners who are complete legal ignoramus of the law.
> Criminal harassment, means that I would have to be saying these things
> MYSELF. Which I am not. But I sure as heck will tell people now that
> you are a nut case.
> xtofury in reply to WernerBock (Show the comment) 5 days ago
>
> In this country under section 2(b) of the canadian charter of rights,
> I have a right to record videos of people and post them, regardless if
what they say is true or not. Got a problem with that person that says
something you don't like, any sane person would sue the person who's
saying it and there is a case law that backs up my notion that you sue
the person who is saying it. Your concept of the law is completely
skewed, so bring it you brain dead zombie. You are a nuisance to
society.
xtofury in reply to WernerBock (Show the comment) 5 days ago
>
cmon follow the RCMP's advice and file 'civil papers' I'd love to have
my day teaching you a well deserved lesson in court.
xtofury in reply to WernerBock (Show the comment) 5 days ago
>
and then afterwards I'd make a video about it to show the world just
how full of shit you really are.
xtofury in reply to WernerBock (Show the comment) 5 days ago
>
now final warning, cease and desist your harassment. No acceptions,
since you know the law you know that if you keep it up that you are
breaking it. File your papers if you have a beef.
xtofury in reply to WernerBock (Show the comment) 5 days ago
>
lol text of my harassment ON MY VIDEO... LMFAO which you came here
first to harass me. Seriously, get a life. Let's get this straight, I
didn't seek you out, you sought me out because of something someone
else said in my video.
xtofury in reply to WernerBock (Show the comment) 5 days ago
>
first you say they are duly notified, then you say you are notifying
them. Pick one story and stick with it maybe people will buy your shit
a little easier.
xtofury in reply to WernerBock (Show the comment) 5 days ago
>
oh and I'll give you permission for one response for our attentive
viewers. What time in the video are the remarks in question? (LOL) I
re-listened and didn't hear nothing, I AM NOT GOING to listen to this
again, so post it here for our viewers to listen for themselves what
the problem is, or shut the fuck up.
xtofury in reply to WernerBock (Show the comment) 5 days ago
>
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mUVss11bbic&feature=watch_response_rev
>
RCMP shill David raymond Amos trying to blackmail me over this video.
4:06
Added: 2 months ago
From: MrDEANROGERRAY
Views: 112

Sort by time | Sort by thread (beta)

All Comments (9)

see the video I attached as a video response, this piece of crap is
on there threatening to report me to the rcmp for criminal libel or
harassment or whatever, meanwhile he comes onto my page and harasses
me for something I can't even find in the damned video after finally
> getting around to listening to it. What a delusional nutjob he is!
> xtofury 5 days ago
> 
> > LOL Funny listening to this guy being exposed, he's harassing me, I
> > said bring it on too. He's got nothing!
> xtofury 5 days ago
> 
> > David raymond Amos should just call himself David raymond Anus because
> > he is nothing but a corrupt psychopathic devil worshipping ass
> > kissing tyrant loser who rapes small children.
> > Hey David raymond Amos I dare you to threaten me you pedophile bastard.
> > David raymond Amos is nothing but a devil worshipping pedophile pig
> > bastard.
> > Hey David raymond Amos here piggy piggy oink oink.
> > David raymond Amos likes to say OINK OINK like the pig bastard that he
> > really is.
> > freedomfighterguy1 1 month ago
> > 
> > > Freemasons are not just communist devil worshippers they are in fact
> > > psychopathic mass murdering communist devil worshippers that must be
> > > stopped.
> > > Expose the Freemasons in your towns and drive those evil bastards out
> > > of your towns, cities, etc.
> > > 
> > > freedomfighterguy1 1 month ago
> > 
> > > You are absolutely correct, friend. I admire your moxy- that you
> > > choose to live as a free man, by any means necessary, is as impressive
> > > as it is honorable. You are rare to your times, sir... That the
> > > remainder of men could reckon the spirit righteous conviction, and
> > > call upon the rage borne of indignation- why, we could have the world
> > > that few of us dare to imagine... but sadly, few are willing to
> > > challenge. You are recognized.
> > > SuperPeoplearestupid 2 months ago
> > 
> > > *** DAMN ***
> > > stonethugmusic 2 months ago
> > 
> > > cops will prob be at your door soon
> > > MrAstrozombie90 2 months ago
> > 
> > > Don't stop spreading the message. Continue what you do!
> > > shaoxlin 2 months ago
> > 
> > > I dont have any friends :/
> > > 
> > > 36gh0zt36 2 months ago
> > 
> > > From: David Amos
> > > 
> > > Subject: http://thesechangingtimezradio.ning.com/chat
> > > To: david.raymond.amos@gmail.com
> > > Date: Monday, July 16, 2012, 7:00 PM
> > 
> 22/07/2012
Me
>
No Hunter tonight? 8:29 PM
>
Zeets
>
30 minutes to go
>
ANTOINETTE DELAWARE
>
HELLO E1
>
Codstar
>
hi
>
Zeets
>
:-D 8:32 PM
>
Me
>
FYI this what Hunter was talking about last week
>
Me
>
>Codstar
>
ty 8:35 PM
>
Zeets
>
If your sound drops out, please refresh your browser to bring it back online.
>
StalJans
>
yup getting used to that,refresh button :00 8:58 PM pattie
>
walkinturtle
>
Live now ...Advanced Activist Advisory with alex Hunter guest today Bruce Junker
>
Codstar
>
ty pattie 9:03 PM
>
FreeTruthShow
>
hi folks pattie
>
walkinturtle

22/07/2012
if you would like to ask questions or have a comment for Alex or Bruce please post here in chat or call in 785-336-5190 if u do not have long distance or are charged for it and would still like to call in world wide... send me a contact request on skype to pmwalkinturtle and i can call you pattie

walkinturtle

or add u through skype pattie

walkinturtle

heya paddy :)

FreeTruthShow

heya 8O) pattie

walkinturtle

very welcome Cod :) heya grace

Codstar

grace is waving pattie

walkinturtle

:* give that to her for me :

Codstar

:* 9:06 PM

Me

Byron Prior matter

Me

http://qslspolitics.blogspot.ca/2008/05/nfld-whistleblower-dodges-libel-charge.html

9:09 PM pattie

walkinturtle

ty franny :) sending to cuz 9:13 PM

patrick

high patti ... spooks in the computer ... ugh!'( 9:14 PM

patrick

when one goes for worker's comp they waive their right to sue! 9:16 PM
Me

Mary Ann Hennen matter

Me


pattie walkinturtle

heya patrick...sorry to hear but know how u feel :-( 9:20 PM

Me

Werner Bock matter

Me

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2012/06/12/werner-bock-blames-death-rays-aliens-for-cow-deaths_n_1589706.html

Codstar

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tCMXeMfYkkc&feature=g-u-u

patrick

sorry to hear what patti? 9:23 PM

FreeTruthShow

that was weird. It's unusual for me to lose the internet the way it went then. Hmmm !!

Codstar

hi Patrick

patrick

how do?

patrick

how's gracie

Codstar

2 Patricks

Codstar

she's good thanks
> patrick
> > :-D
> > Codstar
> > > mostly
> > > Codstar
> > > lol
> > > patrick
> > > when you getting the dumb clucks in?
> > > Codstar
> > > August
> > > patrick
> > > how many you getting? Like, how many will fit in the caravan? Going to
> > > make a chuck wagon house too?
> > > Codstar
> > > 3
> > > Codstar
> > > for starters
> > > patrick
> > > and one stud? A Rhode Island red? I say .. I say ... a Road Island red? Road Island son .. git it?
> > > Codstar
> > > lol pattie
> > > walkinturtle
> > > spooks in th computer
> > > patrick
> > > O 9:34 PM
> > > Me
> > > The spooks likely followed me in here Sorrry about that pattie
> > > walkinturtle
> ha is ok franny spooks need to b educated too :) 9:36 PM
> patrick
> I have my spybot running ... I'll get 'em
> Me
> I agree 9:38 PM
> Me
> here is a biggy
> Me
> Domain Name gc.ca ? (Canada) IP Address 198.103.108.# (Solicitor General Canada) ISP GTIS Location Continent : North America Country : Canada (Facts) State/Region : Ontario City : Ottawa
> Alex Hunter jokertattooo
> If/ when you call in please turn off your speakers otherwise we get the feedback/ mixed up sound.
> Alex Hunter jokertattooo
> Thanks 9:42 PM
> Zeets
> Echo echo
> katwolf
> i agree with alex here for sure...i
> Alex Hunter jokertattooo
> :)
> Alex Hunter jokertattooo
> lol pattie
> walkinturtle
> mmmm interesting call Alex Hunter
> jokertattooo
> yup.
> katwolf
> yes he is an interesting caller eh
> katwolf
> so much to say
> katwolf
> maybe too much, we needed telepathy there to get all he has to say
> Zeets
> double speak? katwolf
> turtle tell him it is ok he dont have to call in we r using telepathy
> Alex Hunter jokertattooo
> lol
> katwolf
> :-Djust saying
> katwolf
> and at least im talking
> katwolf
> haha
> bradly
> throwing tct link around....hey do I get a yum yum?
> Alex Hunter jokertattooo
> Thanks.
> Alex Hunter jokertattooo
> we need all the help we can get
> bradly
> no prob pattie
> walkinturtle
> heya bradly in deed two yum yum!
> bradly
> good....yum yums 9:53 PM
>
> Alex Hunter jokertattooo
>
> Its Abby btw.
>
> Alex Hunter jokertattooo
>
> Here is dads Fb: https://www.facebook.com/CCWWACWW
>
> bradly
>
> hey abby...
>
> FreeTruthShow
>
> hi abby thanks for the facebook contact and aiden too thanks
>
> Alex Hunter jokertattooo
>
> yt: http://www.youtube.com/jokertattooo
>
> Alex Hunter jokertattooo
>
> Yah NP
>
> Alex Hunter jokertattooo
>
> hi 9:56 PM
>
> Alex Hunter jokertattooo
>
> dads CCWW/ACWW group:
> https://www.facebook.com/groups/183484515081497/ FreeTruthShow
>
> i'm a member already though thanks all the same
>
> Alex Hunter jokertattooo
>
> yup. for everyone else :) 9:58 PM
>
> FreeTruthShow
>
> ah tea time
>
> FreeTruthShow
>
> great stuff so far alex
>
> Alex Hunter jokertattooo
>
> lol patrick
>
> :-D
> Alex Hunter jokertattooo
> yup 10:00 PM
> Me
> 70.171.89.# (Cox Communications) ISP Cox Communications Location
> Continent: North America Country: United States (Facts) State:
> Louisiana City: Metairie
> Me
> I spent some time in Mamou LA years ago
> patrick
> rothschild are proxies for POPE for it wouldn't look good POPE owning
> billions and billions of pounds of gold now would it?
> Alex Hunter jokertattooo
> pope is controlled
> patrick
> controlled by the Cana'anites behind the scene
> patrick
> Board of Directors for VATICAN
> Alex Hunter jokertattooo
> yup Vatican, masons etc... 10:05 PM
> patrick
> VATICAN is at the bottom and all evil florishes to the "heavens" ...
> like the masons ... POPE gives the order for them masons to commit
> suicide and they follow orders ... Ugh!
> Alex Hunter jokertattooo
> yup. 10:07 PM
> FreeTruthShow
> o.d.d. oppositional defiance disorder
> bradly
> lol 10:09 PM
> patrick
>
> Is his statement of claim posted on the net?
> 
> > Me
> > Mine is 10:12 PM
> > Me
> > Docket number 02 01070 Norfolk Superior Court Dedham MA
> > patrick
> > I thunk it was in the federal court toronto
> > Me
> > Annetts does not exist
> > patrick
> > hes a scam?
> > FreeTruthShow
> > when the olympic torch went through my town. this is what i had to
> > say. http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PAkKo-nPj3k 10:16 PM
> > Me
> > I know what I did and what he didn't do 10:17 PM
> > patrick
> > what did you do?
> > Alex Hunter jokertattooo
> > Kevin is not a scam. We have met him many times
> > Alex Hunter jokertattooo
> > what he is doing for children is what everyone else should be doing
> > Me
> > I have known him longer than you I got an email from Annett two days
> > ago telling me to grow up yet I am older than him Me
> > I sued Cardinal Bernard Franci Law in 2002 10:21 PM
> > Alex Hunter jokertattooo
> > He is exposing the crimes of the churches, and the paedophilia that s
> > going on in them. 10:23 PM
> 
> 22/07/2012
> Codstar
>
> nn all from me and grace Me
>
> All that stuff is well know worldwide in the corporate media No News
>
> there 10:24 PM patrick
>
> an agenda of sorts?
>
> patrick
>
> too da loo cod/gracie 10:26 PM
>
> FreeTruthShow
>
> my god, the TSA are coming to england for the olympics.
>
> Alex Hunter jokertattooo
>
> Bullshit - this is exactly what is wrong with our movement - the
> infightoing 10:29 PM
>
> pattie walkinturtle
>
> ah that should really get some to wake up perhaps paddy
>
> patrick
>
> at the end of the play I would like to know who the actors were ... LOL
>
> Alex Hunter jokertattooo
>
> Franny I was referring to 10:31 PM
>
> patrick
>
> Oh ... I was just wondering if Kevin's legal work is available and it
> led to speculation. Personally I would like to think public record
> would be available. 10:34 PM
>
> patrick
>
> next up, it is my understanding a "class action" law suit has to have
> at least 2 people with a common denominator then to be certified as a
> class action by a judge. If not mistaken the class proceedings ac a
> liar must have carriage of the matter. Therefore, how can the case
> succeed? 10:35 PM
>
> Me
>
> Who are you to call me a bullshitter kid? FYI I am not part of any
> movement nor am any sort pf "Agent"
>
> 22/07/2012
What I find peculiar is the Law society has authority over liars and paraliars but no jurisdiction over the court proper. This falls to the Aturnee holding rank of General and oathed to the queen. The liars "practicing" in HER courts are "practicing" Catholicism on us via Canon law. What I find peculiar is the Law society has authority over liars and paraliars but no jurisdiction over the court proper. This falls to the Aturnee holding rank of General and oathed to the queen. The liars "practicing" in HER courts are "practicing" Catholicism on us via Canon law.

Debate is OK, disrespect is another. Keep it clean guys.

FYI your father knows that Byron Prior introduced me to Kevin Annett, John Carten, Jack Cramm, the Bushman, Jim Townsend, Aethur Topham and host of others in BC in early 2004 before I ran for a seat in the 38th Parliament.

Why the hell would you want to become enfranchised to the "system" via the "vote"?

I introduced Alex Hunter to Dr Carley Werner Bock and Mary Ann Heenen in 2009.

FreeTruthShow

hi werner. yayyyyyyyyy

Alex Hunter jokertattoo

Who would YOU be 'Franny'???

Ask Werner who I am

Alex Hunter jokertattoo

DRA

Me

scred to say my name?

Alex Hunter jokertattoo

GOOFBALL

Alex Hunter jokertattoo
> dAVID rAYMOND aMOS?
> > FreeTruthShow
> > you are disrupting this room with cheap shots. it's distracting
> > Alex Hunter jokertattooo
> > agreed
> > Alex Hunter jokertattooo
> > thanks Patrick
> > Me
> > Patrick should read a file of mine entiyled cross border
> > Me
> > I am a rat now?
> > FreeTruthShow
> > no thanks. i've seen enough of what you are about. that's my last
> comment back to you. ramble on all you like mate 10:49 PM
> Alex Hunter jokertattooo
> 'Franny' is David Raymond Amos just so everyone nows bradly
> point out the rats...I have yum yums
> Alex Hunter jokertattooo
> he is the one that destroyed the workers forum by calling people
> paedophials.
> Alex Hunter jokertattooo
> Franny here is the rat
> Me
> http://www.scribd.com/doc/2619437/CROSS-BORDER-
> Alex Hunter jokertattooo
> FRANNY IS A RAT
> pattie walkinturtle
> TCT radio does not censor chat unless there are personal attacks ....
> if there are issues they must be handled off site..please read chat
> and site rules bradly
try not to feed the rats...they tend to proliferate

Alex Hunter jokertattooo

Hey Pattie can you check your sype pls?

katwolf

i second that sister

patrick

yes

Me

I insulted nobody

patrick

what am I supposed to see on skype

Alex Hunter jokertattooo

walkinturtle pattie

walkinturtle

not u patrick me :) pattie

Alex Hunter jokertattooo

yup

patrick

o

Me

Patrick go to about page 153 of the Cross border file to see the court date stamps you seek Me

Furthermore I was NEVER in injured workers forum whatsoever

Me

Page 135 rather

Alex Hunter jokertattooo

Oh Really?

katwolf
nitenite and soft paths to all...:-) thanks again for a great show alex

katwolf

love to u and yr loved ones

Alex Hunter jokertattooo

Thanks Kat

katwolf

as to all

Alex Hunter jokertattooo

too

katwolf

hugs

From: David Amos <motomaniac333@gmail.com>
Date: Thu, 19 Jul 2012 01:52:25 -0300
Subject: RE corruption Here are some documents for your journalist friend Sara Rapke to research EH Chucky Leblanc?
To: kara.rapke@globalnews.ca
Cc: plee <plee@stu.ca>, oldmaison <oldmaison@yahoo.com>, "macpherson.don" <macpherson.don@dailyleaner.com>, sallybrooks25 <sallybrooks25@yahoo.ca>, evelyngreene <evelyngreene@live.ca>


---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: "Bond.MLA, Shirley" <Shirley.Bond.MLA@leg.bc.ca>
Date: Thu, 19 Jul 2012 09:10:40 -0700
Subject: RE: I just called about the letter, the CD and the many documents sent to Wally Opal seven years ago
To: David Amos <motomaniac333@gmail.com>

Thank you for contacting me with your concerns. As this is my constituency email address and your concern is related to the Justice ministry, your email will be forwarded to my Ministry email address. A staff member from the Ministry will be in contact with you as soon as possible.

22/07/2012
Again, thank you for contacting me, your concerns are important to me.

Sincerely,

Shirley Bond, MLA
Prince George - Valemount
Minister of Justice, Attorney General

-----Original Message-----
From: David Amos [mailto:motomaniac333@gmail.com]
Sent: July-18-12 5:19 PM
To: Dix.MLA, Adrian; Bond.MLA, Shirley; gregor.robertson@vancouver.ca;
chief@vpd.ca; mayorandcouncil@vancouver.ca; penny.ballem@vancouver.ca;
stealthc
Cc: David Amos; hiddenfromhistory
Subject: I just called about the letter, the CD and the many documents
sent to Wally Opal seven years ago

Your Mayor, Attorney General the Vancouver PD and the RCMP are well aware that the cover letter of my concerns in 2005 can be read right here

http://qslspolitics.blogspot.ca/2008/06/david-amos-vs-bcs-liberal-premier.html

Minister of Justice and Attorney General
Honourable Shirley Bond
PO BOX 9044 Stn Prov Govt
Victoria BC V8W 9E2
Phone: 250 387-1866
Fax: 250 387-6411

Contact the Minister

Chief Operating Officer - Justice Reform and Deputy Solicitor General
Lori Wanamaker
PO Box 9290 Stn Prov Govt
Victoria BC V8W 9J7
Phone: 250 356-0149
Fax: 250 387-6224

Deputy Attorney General
Richard Fyfe, QC
PO Box 9290 Stn Prov Govt
Victoria BC V8W 9J7
Phone: 250 356-0149
Fax: 250 387-6224

QSLS Politics
By Location Visit Detail
Visit 27,895
Domain Name gov.bc.ca ? (Canada)
IP Address 142.32.208.# (British Columbia Systems Corporation)
ISP British Columbia Systems Corporation

22/07/2012
From: magicJack <voicemail@notify.magicjack.com>
Subject: New VM (1) - 0:14 minutes in your magicJack mailbox from 6047172653
To: "DAVID AMOS"
Date: Thursday, July 19, 2012, 9:49 AM

Dear magicJack User:

You received a new 0:14 minutes voicemail message, on Thursday, July 19, 2012 at 12:49:08 PM in mailbox 9028000369 from 6047172653.

To access your voicemail:

Double click the attached "WAV" audio file to play the message, or dial your magicJack telephone number from any telephone and press the "*" key at the welcome prompt. You will be asked to enter your voicemail password.

You may also click on the "VMAIL" button on your computer's magicJack display.

Thank you,

magicJack Customer Care
> From: David Amos <motomaniac333@gmail.com>
> Subject: Fwd: Reply from MaryAnn4peace on "Historic Lawsuit against
> Demonic Forces launched July 4th 2012"
> To: "David Amos" <david.raymond.amos@gmail.com>, "Wayne.Lang"
> <Wayne.Lang@rcmp-grc.gc.ca>, "stealthc" <stealthc@yahoo.com>, "J
> Bowman" <canada.acp@gmail.com>
> Cc: "hiddenfromhistory1" <hiddenfromhistory1@gmail.com>
> Date: Saturday, July 14, 2012, 7:39 PM
> 
> > DUHHH????
> >
> > ---------- Forwarded message ----------
> > From: YouTube Service <noreply@youtube.com>
> > Date: Sun, 15 Jul 2012 02:30:25 +0000
> > Subject: Reply from MaryAnn4peace on "Historic Lawsuit against Demonic
> > Forces launched July 4th 2012"
> > To: WernerBock <motomaniac333@gmail.com>
> >
> > MaryAnn4peace has replied to your comment on Historic Lawsuit against
> > Demonic Forces launched July 4th 2012:
> > I dont know, who that freak is, who posts under my name and
> > calls himself David Raymond Amos, and accusing me and Alex, of calling
> > him a killer. "Satan was a liar and a murderer right from the
> > beginning," and so are his followers, trying to gain some browny
> > points with their master Satan, by inciting fighting among people.
> > Werner Bock
> >
> > You can reply back by visiting the comments page:
> > http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ED9EobLQSEU&lcor=1&lc=BlQJRd5fwidpYGZUd-
> > wbEYdoSXbxc7aTrO7i6RcigU&lch=email&feature=em-comment_reply_received
> >